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2. A jump-diffusion filtering method was applied to identify, in a statistical manner, points in the
genome at which sudden changes of allele frequency occurred. These jumps were interpreted as corre-
sponding either to mistakes in aligning the data, or to the existence of clonal growth within an experiment.

3. The extent of deviation from the neutral null expectation of the observed allele frequencies in each
region of the genome was measured. A basic model of selection was used to find the most likely locations
of selected alleles. Regions of the genome that exhibited non-neutral behaviour in both experimental
replicas, and which had candidate selected alleles in reasonable proximity to one another, were identified
for further investigation.

4. Selected regions were further analysed with more complex models of selection. Regions which were
no longer consistent with containing a selected allele were removed from consideration. Use of a model
in which a genomic region contained two selected alleles was applied to find further candidate selected
alleles. Large variance in the allele frequencies in a region was shown to be indicative of more than one
allele under selection.

5. A systematic search process was applied, using a range of models of selection with increasing
flexibility in the recombination rate measure the likelihood of an allele under selection existing at a series
of points within each genomic region. These likelihood values were used to define confidence intervals
describing the location of selected alleles in each genomic region.

1. Filtering of data

A likelihood ratio test was used to filter the data in an effort to remove sites where the alleles had been
mapped to the wrong genome location. To estimate the likelihood that an allele frequency belonged to
the genomic region with which it had been associated, we first generated a smoothed representation of
the underlying allele frequencies. Denoting the observed allele read count at locus i as ni, we supposed
that, with some probability 1− r, ni was drawn from a beta-binomial distribution Beta(Ni, α, β), where
Ni was the read depth at locus i, α = c xi, and β = c (1 − xi), in which xi is the true underlying allele
frequency at locus i, and c is an unknown parameter. Conversely, we supposed that, with probability
r, ni resulted from a mapping error, being drawn from the uniform distribution U(0, Ni). We further
supposed that changes in the true allele frequencies between nearby loci are small, being represented by
a diffusion process:

xi+1 = xi +N (0, s
√

∆i,i+1), (1)

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE ON MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Overview of method

Our approach for identifying selection can be divided into five steps.

1. The observed allele frequencies were filtered, removing individual segregating sites, and groups of
sites at the ends of chromosomes, that were potentially mapped to the wrong location in the genome.



in which the difference between subsequent allele frequencies is normally distributed with zero mean
and standard deviation proportional to s times the square root of the distance between the segregating
sites (reflecting boundaries were used to keep xi within the interval [0,1]). Given this model, a forward-
backward algorithm was used to identify maximum likelihood values for r, c, s. Our algorithm gave a
posterior distribution for each of the xi; we calculated the mean of this distribution to obtain approxi-
mations x̂i to the values xi for each locus.

Expressed in terms of the above parameters, the likelihood L1 that an allele frequency belonged to
the genomic region with which it had been associated was estimated as

L1 =

(
Ni
ni

)
B(ni + c x̂i, Ni − ni + c (1− x̂i))

B(c x̂i, c (1− x̂i))
(2)

where ni of the Ni alleles sequenced at locus i had the CU allele and B(a, b) is the beta function.

This likelihood was compared to the value L2, which estimated the likelihood of the allele frequency
being observed from some, arbitrarily chosen site in the genome. First, using the Mathematica software
package, a smooth kernel distribution was fitted to the set {x̂i}, of all observed frequencies genome-wide,
obtaining the probability density function P for this distribution. The value L2 was then estimated as

L2 = P(x̂i) (3)

Data from loci for which the log ratio log(L1/L2) < −10 in at least one of the datasets were excluded
from further analysis in all datasets.

Particular care was taken with alleles mapped to regions at the ends of chromosomes. Firstly, small
sets of isolated allele frequencies, occurring at the ends of chromosomes, were excluded from the analysis.
Loci within each chromosome were partitioned into subsets, separated by gaps of at least 20kb in which
no SNPs were observed. Subsets of fewer than 10 isolated loci at the ends of chromosomes were removed
from the data. Secondly, an extension of the smoothing process described above was used to identify
larger blocks of potentially misaligned allele frequencies at the ends of chromosomes.

2. Jump-diffusion analysis

From visual inspection of the data, particularly that from the first replica of the 17X-selected experiment,
occasional apparent discontinuities were seen, at which the observed allele frequency changed greatly be-
tween adjacent SNPs. One explanation for these jumps is the presence of large-scale misalignment of data
to the underlying reference sequence, perhaps if the reference sequence is incorrect. Such misalignment
would place together SNPs which, in reality, are greatly separated in the genome, leading to sudden
changes in frequency. An alternative explanation is the growth of a clone, or clones, with near-identical
genomes, in the experimental population. As, due to earlier recombination, the parental allele in the
clonal genome switched from one parental strain to another, a change in the observed frequency equal to
the frequency of the clone would be observed.

The location of significant jumps in the allele frequency was inferred by modelling the observed
data as being generated by a jump-diffusion process, fitting a set of frequencies xi to the observations
which change smoothly, according to a diffusion model as described above, or through sudden changes
to different, arbitrary frequencies. Specifically, we modelled the underlying frequency xi as changing via
the equations

xi+1 = xi +N (0, s
√

∆i,i+1) with probability (1− p)∆i,i+1 (4)

xi+1 ∼ U(0, 1) with probability 1− (1− p)∆i,i+1 (5)



Here, the value p represents the probability per base of a jump in allele frequency. Parameters were
inferred as above, with the addition of the value p. The beta-binomial coefficient c was fixed as the value
inferred for each dataset from the previous calculation. Due to the earlier filtering steps, applied above,
the inferred error rate r was less than 10−10 for each set of allele frequencies, so was removed from the
model. For each site i, in the forward-backward algorithm we can calculate a posterior probability pi
that a jump has actually occurred.

Alleles with posterior jump probabilities greater than 1% are listed in Table S1. Notably, the first
replica of the 17X-selected condition was found to have substantially more jumps than any of the other
datasets. All three of the jumps identified in the second replica of the 17X-selected condition could also
be found in the first replica, the jump in chromosome XIV being seen in both naive replicas as well.
Such consistency in the location of jumps between replica experiments is highly improbable if they occur
independently; we supposed these jumps, which all occur close to the ends of chromosomes, to result from
misalignment errors, perhaps due to errors in the genome reference sequence. Alleles further towards the
end of each chromosome than these jumps were removed from consideration in all datasets.

The jumps in allele frequency in the first replica of the 17X-selected experiment were generally not
replicated in other datasets, although identical jumps were seen in chromosomes IX and XIII of the corre-
sponding naive experiment. This result is consistent with the existence of clonal growth in the first replica
experiment, some of it occurring before the separation of parasite populations into naive and selected
groups. The paucity of inferred jumps in the naive and CU-selected experiments may be explained by
non-observation. The mean allele frequency in these two populations is generally close to 1 (mean values
X and Y), potentially reducing the magnitude of any jump below the threshold for observation.

In our analysis, we go on to fit models of continuous allele frequency change to the observed frequency
data, which would not be consistent with clonal behaviour in the population. We compensated for this
by subdividing chromosomes into smaller regions at the location of potential jumps, such that the fre-
quencies within each region under analysis changed in a continuous manner.

Aside: Identifying alleles under selection

A family of mathematical models were used to describe the evolution of the allele frequencies in a given
region of the genome between the beginning of the experiment, and the point of sequencing. Within
a region of the genome, these models assume that a region contained either no alleles under selection
(neutral model), a single “driver” allele under selection (SD model), or two “drivers”, alleles at different
loci under selection (TD model). Extensions of the single driver model allow for one (SDR model), two
(SD2R), or three (SD3R) changes in the recombination rate within the region. A further model was
utilised (JD model), in which the likelihood of observing the data was calculated on the basis of the
underlying frequencies generated by the jump-diffusion model. As these frequencies are not restrained
by any biological considerations, this model produces a likelihood close to the maximum that could be
achieved by any given model. As such, it served as a useful point of reference against which the likelihoods
of other models could be compared. Full details of the models are given at the end of this document.

Model evaluation

Given some model of allele frequency change, M , the model parameters were optimised to identify the
maximum likelihood fit between the model, and the observed frequencies in a genomic region, under
beta-binomial sampling noise. Specifically, where at the locus i, ni of a total Ni reads showed the CU
allele, and where xi denotes the frequency of that allele at i within the model M , we optimised the model



parameters so as to maximise the value

logLM =
∑
i

log

(
Ni
ni

)
B(ni + c xi, Ni − ni + c (1− xi))

B(c xi, c (1− xi))
(6)

The parameter c was learnt from the diffusion process described above, used in filtering the data.

In order to distinguish between likelihoods generated from models with differing numbers of param-
eters, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was used. For a given model fit to the data, the BIC
value is given by

BIC = −2L+ k log(n) (7)

where k is the number of model parameters, and n is the number of data points (here, allele frequencies)
to which the model was fitted. In any comparison between models, the model giving the lowest BIC value
was selected.

3. The non-neutrality score and SD model

Two methods were combined in order to identify regions containing candidate alleles under selection.
Firstly, for each region of the genome (chromosomes, divided by potential jump loci where appropriate),
the SD model was applied, identifying the single locus in the region that, under this model, was the most
likely driver location.

A limitation of this approach is that, applied to any region of the genome, it will inevitably identify a
locus as the most likely to be under selection, irrespective of whether selection has taken place. Therefore,
a second method, looking for deviation from neutrality, was also applied. Under a neutral model, the
allele frequencies within a given region of the genome are expected to change in a flat, uniform way over
time, with the exception of noise. Selection, by contrast, would lead to deviations from this pattern.
The jump diffusion model, which closely fits changes in the observed frequency, captures any deviations
from uniform frequencies. As such, for a given region of the genome, a test of non-neutral behaviour
can be performed by comparing the log likelihoods generated under the neutral and JD models. The
“non-neutrality score” S for a region of the genome, g, taken from replica r, gives a measure of apparent
deviation from neutral behaviour, and is given by

Sr,g =
LJD
r,g − Lneutral

r,g

ng
(8)

where dividing the likelihood difference by ng, the number of loci in the region g, normalises the score
per locus.

In order to identify candidate alleles under selection, the sum of the non-neutrality scores from both
replicas, S1,g + S2,g, was calculated for each region of the genome, regions being ranked by this statistic.
Next, a candidate region (potentially containing an allele under selection) was identified if the distance
between the identified loci in these regions was within 200kb (thus allowing for model error), and if the
direction of selection was consistent between the two replicas (i.e. selection for an allele from the same
parent). Regions were considered in descending order of non-neutrality score, until the first instance
where one of the two replica-specific scores, S1,g or S2,g, was less than 0.1, indicating that a region did
not differ substantially from neutral behaviour. Where a chromosome from the first replica was split by
potential jump loci, the same calculation was performed, but calculating the sum S1,gk + S2,g, where gk
was a subset of g. Table S2 shows details of scores from each genomic region considered. On the basis of
the above, six regions were identified for the next stage of investigation.



4. More complex models of selection

SDR model

In the case that the recombination rate varies in the location of a selected allele, a model ignoring this
fact can be substantially in error over the location of the allele. Re-analysis using the SDR model of
the six regions identified above showed a substantial narrowing of the distance between the candidate
selected alleles, from a mean of 87 kb from the SD model, to just over 17kb (Table S3). The candidate
region in chromosome IV, however, was identified as a false positive of the previous method, the SDR
model suggesting selection for alleles from different parents in the two replica datasets. This region was
excluded from further analysis. For this application of the SDR model, genome regions were changed in
order to be consistent with one another, applying the breaks at potential jump loci found in the first
replica to data from the second replica.

TD model

The process described above considered only the potential for a single allele per genomic region to be
under selection. Noting that, in Table S2, apparently high-scoring regions in chromosomes VII, VIII and
XIII were excluded on the basis of having widely-separated candidate alleles, we applied the TD model to
data from these chromosomes. (To avoid the complexity of a two-driver model spanning potential jumps
in allele frequency, analyses were conducted only for replica 2). In each case, the TD model significantly
outperformed the SD and SDR models, when measured in terms of BIC (Table S4). A further search for
a second selected allele was therefore performed in each chromosome using the SDR model. Application
of this model was ineffective in finding consistent driver alleles between the different replicas (Table S5).
However, compelling reasons exist to support the hypothesis of second driver alleles within chromosomes
VIII and XIII. In a chromosome with a single driver, the maximal change in the frequency of a driver
allele, relative to that of an unlinked driver allele, is X(1 − X), where X is the frequency at which
the cross occurred. This value itself is maximised where X = 0.5, giving a difference in frequencies of
0.25. However, the smoothed frequencies derived for chromosomes VIII and XIII in the second replica
experiment span a frequency range of 0.389 and 0.359 respectively. Searches for second driver alleles in
these chromosomes were therefore continued to the next stage of analysis.

5. Deriving confidence intervals for allele locations

For each candidate genome region, a systematic search was conducted, measuring the likelihood that a
selected allele was to be found at a given locus. For this purpose, a range of single-driver models were
applied, in which the location of the selected allele was constrained. Considering a region of the genome,
g, from the replica experiment r, modelled with some model M , in which the location of the allele under
selection was constrained to be at some particular locus, i, we denote the maximum likelihood obtained
from the optimised model as LMr,i (for brevity, we drop the g from the notation). Conducting optimisations
for varying values of i allowed for the calculation of confidence intervals around the location of a driver
allele; where i∗ was the locus producing the maximum likelihood LMr,i∗ , an interval could be defined as

the minimum continuous set of loci spanning those loci i with likelihoods LMr,i∗−LMr,i ≤ C for some cutoff C.

To compare likelihoods from different models, BIC values were calculated as BICMr,i = −2LMr,i+k log(n)
for each model M , where n is the number of loci in g. Where, for some model M∗r , specific to r (and g),

BIC
M∗

r
r,i∗ < BICMr,i∗ ∀M 6= M∗r , (9)

the model M∗r was chosen as the relevant model for the location of an allele under selection. (Here we
assume that the optimal allele i∗ is obtained independently for each model).



We next account for noise in the optimised likelihoods. While, given perfect data, we expect BICmr,i to
vary smoothly with variation in i, at higher model complexities, noise was visible in the optimised values,
possibly due to noise in sampling, or because of difficulty in finding the optimal model parameters. To
account for this noise, the value of C was chosen in a flexible manner. Firstly, the loci in g were ordered
i0, i1, i2, etc., according to their BIC values, such that

BIC
M∗

r
r,i∗ = BIC

M∗
r

r,i0
< BIC

M∗
r

r,i1
< BIC

M∗
r

r,i2
< . . . (10)

Next, beginning with i0, confidence intervals were generated taking each locus as the location of the
selected allele. For example, the confidence interval [c−0 , c

+
0 ] corresponding to the locus i0 was defined as

the minimum continuous set of loci containing all loci i for which LMr,i0 − L
M
r,i ≤ 3. Confidence intervals

were generated until some measure of convergence was reached, that is, until the first pair of values
k, k + 1 were found such that both |c−k+1 − c

−
k | ≤ 0.5kb and |c+k+1 − c

+
k | ≤ 0.5kb.

The value of the cutoff was then defined as C = 3 + L
M∗

r
r,ik
− LM

∗
r

r,i0
, resulting in the replica-specific

confidence interval IM
∗
r = [c−k , c

+
k ]. The minimal value C = 3 of the cutoff corresponds approximately to

a 99% chance, under the model, that the selected allele is within the confidence window. This procedure
utilises the overall shape of the likelihood surface, defined by multiple optimisations, to define the edges
of the confidence interval, while ensuring that the interval contains any outlier loci with exceptionally
low BIC.

Based upon this process, two confidence intervals were reported, combining the data from the two
replicas in different ways. The first, denoted the combined interval, combined the likelihoods calculated

for each replica, performing the calculation described above for BIC
M∗

r
r,i , but for the sum of the BIC

scores across both replicas, BIC
M∗

1
1,i + BIC

M∗
2

2,i , with the selected allele having the same position in each
replica. This approach treats the replicas as independent samples of the same experiment, but neglects
potential differences in the replicas that might result from biological noise (e.g. different, non-uniform
allele frequencies following the cross in each experiment). To account more carefully for these differences,
a second interval, denoted the conservative interval, was defined as the minimal set of adjacent loci con-
taining both of the replica-specific confidence intervals IM

∗
1 and IM

∗
2 . This conservative interval accounts

for differences in the experiments that have resulted through biological noise (albeit not for the complete
spectrum of potential, but unobserved stochastic effects), at the cost of being larger in size.

Calculations across multiple models identified the optimal evolutionary models for each of the can-
didate genomic regions (Table S6). In some cases, regions were truncated in order to remove events or
changes in frequency at substantial distance from the potential allele, thereby simplifying the model re-
quired. Having identified optimal models, confidence intervals were calculated as described above. These
confidence intervals are described in Table 1 of the main text.

Appendix : Mathematical models of allele frequency change

We here describe in detail the models of allele frequency change mentioned earlier in the text.

Notation

For convenience, we denote the CU allele at any locus as 1, and the 17X allele as 0. Thus, at a given
locus i we denote the frequency of the CU allele, as x1

i , and the frequency of the 17X allele as x0
i . Given

a set of two loci, i and j, we denote the frequency of individuals with allele a at locus i and allele b at
locus j as xabij , where a, b ∈ {0, 1}, and denote similarly the three-locus haplotype frequency xabcijk , where
a, b, c ∈ {0, 1}.



General assumptions

We assume that, before the cross occurs, changes in the frequency of the CU and 17X malaria types may
occur due to selection upon one type or another. At the time of the cross, we assume that the frequency
of CU types is equal to some value, X, where 0 ≤ X ≤ 1. Following the cross, the population comprises a
fraction X2 of pure CU individuals, (1−X)2 pure 17X individuals, and 2X(1−X) individuals which have
undergone crossing. Subsequent selection can change both the fraction of pure types in the population,
and the composition of the crossed individuals.

Neutral model

The neutral model assumes that a given region of the genome does not contain an allele under selection.
Under this model, over the course of time, allele frequencies in the region can change, but only due to
selection upon pure types acting at alleles elsewhere in the genome. In consequence, the allele frequencies
are expected to remain uniform across the region. We describe the allele frequencies as

x1
i = x ∀i, (11)

learning the value of the frequency parameter x.

Single driver (SD) model

Given a region of the genome, we suppose that the allele 1 at locus i is under selection, with strength σ
(allowing σ to be either positive or negative retains the generality of the model).

We denote the time of the cross as tc. Following the cross, the selected allele is modelled as changing
frequency deterministically according to the equation

x1
i (t) =

Xeσ(t−tc)

1−X +Xeσ(t−tc)
(12)

We denote the frequency of this allele at the time of observation as x1
i (to).

Between tc and to, the frequency of an allele j 6= i, while not itself under selection, will change via
linkage disequilibrium with the allele at i, as described by the equation

x1
j (t) = x1

i (t)
x11
ij (tc)

x1
i (tc)

+ x0
i (t)

x01
ij (tc)

x0
i (tc)

(13)

To calculate the haplotype frequencies, x11
ij (tc) and x01

ij (tc), we consider separately the pure and crossed

genotypes. The pure genotypes contribute a frequency X2 towards the frequency x11
ij (tc), but make no

contribution to the frequency x01
ij (tc). To consider the crossed genotypes, we denote, for example, the

frequency of the allele 1 at the locus i among the crossed individuals as x̃1
i .

Following the cross we have that

x̃11
ij (tc) = x̃1

i (tc)x̃
1
j (tc) +D′ije

−ρ∆ij , (14)

where ρ is the rate of recombination per site per generation, ∆ij is the sequence length between the loci
i and j, and D′ij is the linkage disequilibrium between alleles at i and j before the cross. Assuming that

no selection took place during the crossing procedure, we have x̃1
i (tc) = x̃1

j (tc) = 0.5. Furthermore, the



mating process involves equal numbers of pure types, so that D′ij = 0.25. We thus have the result

x̃11
ij (tc) =

1

4
(1 + e−ρ∆ij ), (15)

and, combining the cross and pure types,

x11
ij (tc) = X2 +

1

2
X(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆ij ). (16)

In a similar manner, we obtain the result

x̃01
ij (tc) = x̃0

i (t1)x̃1
j (tc)−D′ije−ρ∆ij =

1

4
(1− e−ρ∆ij ) (17)

so that

x01
ij (tc) =

1

2
X(1−X)(1− e−ρ∆ij ). (18)

Combining these terms, and remembering that x1
i (tc) = X, while x0

i (tc) = 1−X, we derive the equation

x1
j (t) =

[
X +

1

2
(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆ij )

]
x1
i (t) +

[
1

2
X(1− e−ρ∆ij )

]
x0
i (t) (19)

We add to this one other term, e, denoting the effect of selection acting upon loci in other chromosomes
upon the frequencies of the pure genotypes, obtaining the final model

x1
i (to) = x+ e

x1
j (to) =

[
X +

1

2
(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆ij )

]
x+

[
1

2
X(1− e−ρ∆ij )

]
(1− x) + e

(20)

where x is equivalent to x1
i (to) in the model above. To specify the model, it is sufficient to learn

the parameters i, X, x, ρ and e, where i denotes a locus in the given genomic region,0 ≤ X ≤ 1,
−X2 ≤ e ≤ (1−X)2, X2 ≤ x ≤ (1−X)2, and 0 ≤ x+ e ≤ 1.

Two-driver (TD) model

The two driver model considers the case in which alleles at two loci, i and j, within the same chromo-
some, are both under selection. We consider the dynamics of the two-locus haplotype frequencies xabij ,
for a, b ∈ {0, 1}.

Assuming that the frequency of the pure CU types is equal to X, the two-locus haplotype frequencies,
following the logic of the above calculations, are given by the equations

x11
ij (tc) = X2 +

1

2
X(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆ij )

x10
ij (tc) =

1

2
X(1−X)(1− e−ρ∆ij )

x01
ij (tc) =

1

2
X(1−X)(1− e−ρ∆ij )

x00
ij (tc) = (1−X)2 +

1

2
X(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆ij )

(21)

The general equation for motion of an allele at locus k 6= i, j, assumed to be neutral, is given by

x1
k(t) = x11

ij (t)
x111
ijk (tc)

x11
ij (tc)

+ x10
ij (t)

x101
ijk (tc)

x10
ij (tc)

+ x01
ij (t)

x011
ijk (tc)

x01
ij (tc)

+ x00
ij (t)

x001
ijk (tc)

x00
ij (tc)

(22)



We next derive the three-locus haplotype frequencies in Eq. 22 at the time tc. Considering the fraction
of the population within the cross, we have

x̃abcijk(tc) =x̃ai (tc)x̃
b
j(tc)x̃

c
k(tc) + (−1)b+cD′jkx̃

a
i (tc) + (−1)a+cD′ikx̃

b
j(tc)

+ (−1)a+bD′ij x̃
c
k(tc) + (−1)a+b+cD′ijk ∀ a, b, c ∈ {0, 1}

(23)

where D′ij , D
′
ik, and D′jk are the initial linkage disequilibrium terms within the cross population, and

D′ijk is the three-way linkage disequilibrium between i, j, and k. Assuming Dijk = 0, and that there is
no selection in the cross, we have D′ij = D′ik = D′jk = 0.25 and so

x̃abcijk(t1) =
1

8
(1 + (−1)b+ce−ρ∆jk + (−1)a+ce−ρ∆ik + (−1)a+be−ρ∆ij ) ∀ a, b, c ∈ {0, 1} (24)

Uncrossed individuals with the pure CU genotype contribute to the x111
ijk haplotype frequency, but not to

any other, so that the combined values of these haplotypes are

x111
ij (tc) = X2 +

1

4
X(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆jk + e−ρ∆ik + e−ρ∆ij )

x101
ij (tc) =

1

4
X(1−X)(1− e−ρ∆jk + e−ρ∆ik − e−ρ∆ij )

x011
ij (tc) =

1

4
X(1−X)(1 + e−ρ∆jk − e−ρ∆ik − e−ρ∆ij )

x001
ij (tc) =

1

4
X(1−X)(1− e−ρ∆jk − e−ρ∆ik + e−ρ∆ij )

(25)

Putting these values into Eq. 22 and setting t = to gives a full description of allele frequencies. In
full,

x1
i (to) = x11 + x10 + e

x1
j (to) = x11 + x01 + e

x1
k(to) = x11

x111
ijk (tc)

x11
ij (tc)

+ x10
x101
ijk (tc)

x10
ij (tc)

+ x01
x011
ijk (tc)

x01
ij (tc)

+ x00
x001
ijk (tc)

x00
ij (tc)

+ e

(26)

where the haplotype frequencies at time tc are defined as in Eqs. 21 and 25, x00 = 1− x11 − x10 − x01,
and e is a parameter modelling the change in the pure frequency types due to selection at other loci.
It is sufficient here to learn the parameters i, j, X, x11, x10, x01, ρ and e, where i and j are located
in the given chromosome such that i < j, x00, x01, x10, x11 ∈ [0, 1], 0 ≤ X ≤ 1, −X2 ≤ e ≤ (1 − X)2,
0 ≤ x11 + x10 + e ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ x11 + x01 + e ≤ 1.

Variance in recombination rate (SDR, SD2R, SD3R models)

The models above assume that the rate of recombination during the cross is constant within each chro-
mosome. However, where the rate of recombination is variable, such an assumption can lead to incorrect
placement of the locus under selection. We therefore developed a hierarchy of SD models, allowing for
variable recombination rate. In the kth such model, we learnt k recombination rates ρ1, . . . , ρk ,and k− 1
loci, iρ1 , . . . , iρk−1

, such that, where iρ0 and iρk are defined as the first and last loci in the genomic region,
the recombination rate between locus iρj and iρj+1 was equal to ρj+1. Mathematically, such a model
is identical to the SD model described above, except that the term ρ∆ij , describing the breakage in

linkage disequilibrium between loci i and j, is replaced by the sum
∑K
k=1 ρnk

∆nk,nk+1
, where ρnk

is the
recombination rate between the alleles nk and nk+1, n1 = i and nK = j. We denote the SD model with
one change of recombination rate as the SDR model, the SD model with two changes of recombination
rate as the SD2R model, and so forth.



Restricted models

Selected single-driver models were run for which the location of the driver was fixed before optimising the
other parameters. Such an approach allowed for the generation of confidence intervals for the location of
the allele under selection.

Jump-diffusion (JD) model

The model frequencies generated by the jump-diffusion process were used to calculate a likelihood of
observing the given data. The jump-diffusion frequencies can be understood as a smoothed version of
the observed frequencies, being unconstrained by any underlying issues of biology. As such, this fit gave
close to the maximum achievable likelihood for any set of data, providing a useful reference against which
other models could be compared.



Table S1 - Sudden changes in allele frequency identified using a jump-diffusion model.   

 
1 Loci xi at which a sudden jump in frequency was inferred with probability pi at least 1% 
2 Probability of a sudden jump 
* No jumps of this significance were inferred for the CU-selected experiment 
 

Condition* Replica Chromosome xi
1 pi

2 

Naive 1 IX 861097 0.011 

Naïve 1 XIII 1792073 0.032 

Naïve 1 XIV 2511246 0.494 

Naïve 2 XIV 2511246 0.144 

17X-selected 1 I 632854 0.081 

17X-selected 1 II 41486 0.046 

17X-selected 1 II 275583 0.028 

17X-selected 1 II 414858 0.157 

17X-selected 1 III 126794 0.098 

17X-selected 1 III 351254 0.045 

17X-selected 1 IV 336683 0.456 

17X-selected 1 V 154909 0.637 

17X-selected 1 V 265353 0.706 

17X-selected 1 V 427343 0.245 

17X-selected 1 V 456836 0.086 

17X-selected 1 VI 776020 0.276 

17X-selected 1 VI 1020341 0.169 

17X-selected 1 VI 1034851 0.023 

17X-selected 1 VII 569214 0.256 

17X-selected 1 VIII 31296 0.166 

17X-selected 1 VIII 878879 0.209 

17X-selected 1 VIII 1387572 0.013 

17X-selected 1 IX 242610 0.180 

17X-selected 1 IX 867007 0.012 

17X-selected 1 X 602572 0.040 

17X-selected 1 XII 1090504 0.166 

17X-selected 1 XIII 1721212 0.017 

17X-selected 1 XIII 1784682 0.014 

17X-selected 1 XIII 1798425 0.019 

17X-selected 1 XIII 1818507 0.054 

17X-selected 1 XIV 582823 0.020 

17X-selected 1 XIV 1494755 0.090 

17X-selected 1 XIV 1692098 0.732 

17X-selected 1 XIV 2003325 0.260 

17X-selected 1 XIV 2511246 0.977 

17X-selected 2 II 41692 0.506 

17X-selected 2 VIII 27483 0.049 

17X-selected 2 XIV 2511246 0.231 



 
Table S2 - Identification of candidate regions by non-neutrality score and SD model 
selected allele location. 

Condition Chromosome1 Score S12 Score S22 
Locus i*13 

(kb) 

Locus i*23 
(kb) 

Naive 
Naive 

XIII1 / XIII 
VIII 

0.8 
0.1 

1.5 
0.1 

1487.421 
1088.444 

1426.749 
584.776 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 

CU-selected CU-
selected CU-
selected CU-
selected CU-

selected 

XIII2 / XIII 
XIII1 / XIII 
VIII2 / VIII 
VIII1 / VIII 
VII2 / VII 
VII1 / VII 

IV1 / IV 

8.0 
1.2 
0.7 
0.1 
0.3 
0.2 

0.1 

9.3 
9.3 
5.7 
5.7 
1.4 
1.4 

1.2 

1864.555 
1430.712 
1289.719 
149.814 
617.952 
442.278 

304.778 

1327.063 
1327.063 
1307.192 
1307.192 
786.643 
786.643 

173.740 

17X-selected 
17X-selected 

VIII 
XIII 

0.6 
0.1 

0.2 
0.3 

1327.639 
1602.238 

1287.515 
1063.913 

 
1 Where a chromosome is divided into parts, by potential jump alleles, the resulting genomic 
regions are denoted by their chromosome number, a subscript indicating which part of the 
genome was under consideration.  Identified candidate regions are highlighted in bold type. 
2 The non-neutrality score for region in replica r is denoted Sr.  
3 The optimal driver location in the same region is given by i*r.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Table S3 - Selected alleles identified by the SDR model. 

Condition Chromosome Locus i*1 (kb)1 Locus i*2 (kb)1 

Naive XIII1 1513.234 1528.510 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

XIII1 
VIII2 
VII2 
IV1 

1510.765 
1289.068 
730.920 
266.128 

1482.441 
1288.240 
733.968 

246.153† 

17X-selected VIII 1327.639 1292.279 
1 The identified alleles are substantially closer than those identified with the more basic SD 
model.   
† indicates that the identified selected alleles were under selection for alleles from different 
parents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Table S4 - Comparison of likelihoods generated by single-driver and two-driver models. 

Condition Chromosome BIC (SD)1 BIC (SDR)2 BIC (TD)3 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

VII 
VIII 
XIII 

10136.4 
28606.5 
60149.2 

9898.91 
24916.2 
46311.3 

9746.39* 
18324.6* 
29508.7* 

1 Bayesian Information Criterion for Single Driver Model 
2 Bayesian Information Criterion for Single Driver Model with Recombination 
3 Bayesian Information Criterion for Two Driver Model 
* The best-performing model in each case is highlighted in bold type. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S5 - Confidence intervals for second driver locations calculated with the SDR models. 

Condition Chromosome Replica 1 location1 Replica 2 location1 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

XIII2‡ 
VIII1 
VII1 

2261217 
148967 
419524 

2010990† 
621691 

254052† 
1 No candidate alleles could be found consistently between the two replicas.   
† Selected alleles were from opposite parents. 
‡ indicates that the chromosome was truncated at 2Mb to attempt to remove the effect of 
linkage from the first driver allele 

 



Table S6 - BIC values for varying models for candidate regions of the genome, within each replica, calculated under different models. 

1 Mathematical Models. SD: Single Driver, SDR: Single driver with 1 Recombination event, SD2R:  Single driver with 2 Recombination events, 
SD3R: Single driver with 3 Recombination events. 
2 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores are given for the maximum likelihood candidate allele, i* found within each region, in each replica.  
Optimal BIC scores for each genomic region within each replica, are highlighted in bold.  In the first part of chromosome VIII, and the second 
part of chromosome XIII, a candidate allele could only be identified in only one of the two replicas. 
 

Condition Chromosome Allele range Model M1 2 2 

Naive 

Naive 
Naive 

Naive 

XIII 

XIII 
XIII 

XIII 

702444 - 1721212 

702444 - 1721212 
702444 - 1721212 

702444 - 1721212 

SD 

SDR 
SD2R 

SD3R 

4597.01 

4508.42 
4490.42 

4537.65 

5688.37 

5670.09 
5674.58 

5693.42 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

VII 
VII 
VII 

571238 - 851345 
571238 - 851345 
571238 - 851345 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 

2588.36 
2549.5 

2560.85 

3339.47 
3289.1 
3299.4 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 

300498 - 798400 
300498 - 798400 
300498 - 798400 
300498 - 798400 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 
SD3R 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

5396.85 
5345.68 
5229.57 
5242.62 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 

1102758 - 1523696 
1102758 - 1523696 
1102758 - 1523696 
1102758 - 1523696 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 
SD3R 

3892.99 
3874.91 
3852.96 
3869.74 

5536.69 
5518.77 
5482.06 
5516.66 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 

XIII 
XIII 

XIII 
XIII 

701911 - 1721212 
701911 - 1721212 

701911 - 1721212 
701911 - 1721212 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 
SD3R 

6119.6 
5423.56 

5413.24 
5415.88 

8542.22 
8341.43 

8273.25 
8244.95 

CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 
CU-selected 

XIII 
XIII 
XIII 
XIII 

2002699 - 2744656 
2002699 - 2744656 
2002699 - 2744656 
2002699 - 2744656 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 
SD3R 

6025.19 
6011.74 
6008.46 
6026.73 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

17X-selected 
17X-selected 
17X-selected 

VIII 
VIII 
VIII 

881993 - 1523696 
881993 - 1523696 
881993 - 1523696 

SD 
SDR 

SD2R 

2900.88 
2886.43 
2895.96 

3882.93 
3887.22 
3895.65 



Table S7. PCR primers used to generate construct for transfection experiments.

Primers for generating Gateway fragments

B1F ggggACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTAGGCCTAGGGCCCCATATGAATCTTtCCAATCTTTCCC
B2R ggggACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTTTAATAAAAATCTACAGGTATATATTC
B4F ggggACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGcaaaatattgaattgaagccttatg
B1R ggggACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGGGCCCTAGGCCTaaatatgactatgcataccatcatg
M13R.F3F gcGAAGTTCCTATTCTtcAaAtAGTATAGGAACTTC-AGGAAACAGCTATGAC
PbDT3U.F3R gcGAAGTTCCTATTCTtcAaAtAGTATAGGAACTTC-CCTGAAGAAGAAAAGTCCG

Primers for site-directed mutagenesis

P1.F GTATAATACATATGAGGCATGG
P1.R GCATTTTTACATTCATTATTAATAC
P2.F GTGTAATACATATGAGGCATGG 
P2.R GCATTTTTACATTCATTATTAATAC

Primers for EBL Sequencing

P3 CGATAGTGAAAATGCCAATAAATTGGG
P4 GATATGATTAATAGTTTTGGAG
P5 GAAGAAACTTGTAGAGATAAAGC
P6 CAACAGGAGGTATAATATTTG
P7 AACCGATGATAATGCTAAAAGG
P8 TTTGTTTAAAGAAGATGACGATG
P9 TCAACCTCAACCTCAATTTCCAATTC
P10 TGAATCTTTCCAATCTTTCCC
P11 CCATGTCTCTCCGTTTTCAATG
P12 CCAAATGCATAGAGTTTTATATTTTATTA
P13 TACAATTAAAATGCTACACA
P14 CCGATGGACGCACAAATGAATATG
P15 CGTTGGCTAGCATTATTATATTTT
P16           CATTATCACAAATCCAAGCATG
P17 GTTGAAGTTGGATTGATAGTTACAG
P18 CTTCATATGCTTCTTTAAATTCGATC
P19 CAATATGTTCATGATTTTTCCACCAAG



 
Figure S1. (A) Genome-wide Plasmodium yoelii 17X1.1pp allele frequency of two independent 
genetic crosses grown in (a,b) naïve mice, (c,d) 17X1.1pp immunized mice and (e,f) CU-immunised 
mice. Light gray dots represent observed allele frequencies. Dark gray dots represent allele 
frequencies retained after filtering. Dark blue lines represent a smoothed approximation of the 
underlying allele frequency; a region of uncertainty in this frequency, of size three standard 
deviations, is shown in light blue. A conservative confidence interval describing the position of an 
allele evolving under selection is shown via a red bar. (B) Evolutionary models fitted to allele 
frequency data. Filtered allele frequencies are shown as gray dots, while the model fit is shown as a 
red line. Dark blue and light blue vertical bars show combined and conservative confidence intervals 
for the location of the selected allele. A black vertical line shows the position of a gene of interest. 



 
Figure S2. Intracellular localization of EBL in parasite strains CU, 17XL, 17X1.1pp and in 
transfected parasites CU(CY) and 17X1.1pp(YC). (A) Antibody-mediated staining of EBL (green), 
AMA1 (red) and DAPI staining of DNA (blue) inside the parasite cell in strain 17XL. (B) Intensity of 
fluorescent staining related to location in strain 17XL, Y-axis indicates fluorescence intensity, X-
axis indicates distance along the merozoite starting from the posterior terminal end. (C) Relative 
distance of EBL from DNA measured across 6 parasite strains and between 5-10 samples for each 
strain. (D) Relative distance of AMA1 from DNA measured across 5 parasite strains and between 
5-10 samples for each strain. (E) Relative distance of EBL from AMA1 measured across 5 parasite 
strains and between 5-10 samples for each strain; stars indicate p<0.01 using a Mann-Whitney U 
test. (F) Comparisons of the distances of EBL from DNA and AMA1 from DNA in the five parasite 
samples; single stars indicate p<0.05 using a Wilcoxon signed rank test; two stars indicate p>0.05. 
Only in strain 17XL there is a clear shift in localization of the EBL In all other samples, EBL co-
localizes with AMA1 at the apical end of the parasite cell. The data thus indicate that the C351Y 

mutation does not induce an altered intracellular trafficking of the PyEBL gene product.  



 
Figure S3. Expression of Pyebl alleles in both wild type (WT) and transfected strains. mRNA from 
the parental WT strains CU and 17X1.1pp, as well the CU strain transfected with the 17X1.1pp 
allele (CU C351Y) and the 17XNL strain (which also carries a C at position 351) was sequenced by 
strand-specific RNA sequencing. Reads were visualized on the genome using the Artemis 
software. (A) Each strain displays the expected allele at position 351 (highlighted in red) of the 
Pyebl gene. (B) The Pyebl gene is expressed in all samples, including the transfected CU strain 
(CU C351Y). 


